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The annual Bike EXIF calendar is a roll call of the world s best custom bikes, shot by professional

photographers. Printed on luxurious art paper, this year's edition is larger than in the past, and it

measures a substantial 17 x 12 inches. The cover bike is a custom CX500 built by Warsaw-based

photographer Mateusz Stankiewicz with help from a local garage, Eastern Spirit. This year's

calendar includes: Classified Moto KT600, Kaffeemaschine Caffettiera d'oro, Wrenchmonkees

Monkeefist, Walt Siegl Leggero Series, Mike Salek-built Honda CB750 custom, Rough Crafts

Knucklehead, Cafe Racer Apollo Dreams (based on a Honda XR600), Factory Metal Works MQQN

Machine, KDI Cycles CB550F, Luka Cimolini-built BMW R80/7, Wilkinson Brothers' BMW R75/6,

and a Mark Huang-built Yamaha XS650.
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If you can appreciate the motorcycle as art, then you are not living properly until you obtain this

calender.Do yourself a favor and buy the calender then fire up your internet machine and pop over

to the bikeexif website and enjoy losing the next hour or so to dreaming and wishing that you'd paid

more attention during welding class.The calender its self is made of high grade, high gloss paper

and has the days of the week listed in several different languages so you can feel worldly. Lets call

it what it is, with smart phones the calender as a functional tool is dead but, the calender as art is

still alive as well.

What can I say, my husband really liked it! It's a great size for it to be put on display (larger than



your average calendar). Plus, there's a good mix of bikes in there with nothing overly "american

chopper"-ish. I don't know what else to say except for the fact that it's on the wall of my husband's

office and he was really excited about receiving it!

This calendar sits proudly above my desk. I can't get through a single day without someone

stopping by to read bike info or comment on how cool it looks. Just as the site, that it originated

from, it exudes a cool sophistication and yet remains uncomplicated.Hope my boss doesn't catch

me staring at it again.

This calendar has high quality photos of custom motorcycles with a cafe racer flair. Of course my

favorite is the customized Yamaha Virago on the cover since I own a similar XV920RH, which is in

serious need of the cafe racer treatment. The devil is in the details and each bike needs to be

scrutinized under a magnifying glass to truly appreciate the craftsmanship in each bike. Truly

inspiring!!!!

I've been treating myself to this calendar for the past four years. the images are outstanding and

contain unique bikes, not something you are likely to see on the road. I was disappointed that this

year's edition has two holes for hanging, a departure from past years. I had to create my own center

hole as I'm not about to create more holes where my calendar hangs. this is a small problem and

doesn't detract from the quality of this calendar.

This is surely one large calendar, it has two nail holes in the top for hanging! The pictures are big

and beautiful, but the calendar part is sorely lacking. As large as the format is, the calendar area is

very small. Each square is teeny tiny and there's barely enough room to write someone's name.

There are also no holidays labeled, but that could be over looked if the squares were big enough to

write "Xmas" in.

This is the second Bike EXIF calendar I have bought now, the first one had beautiful images but

was too small, THIS one on the other hand is much larger and while it still lacks the space to write

an appointment over a specific day, it remains hands down the most beautiful calendar I've ever

owned.

It's a beautiful calendar and i hope that they release next year.The paper is nice and they have two



mounting holes instead of one which allows you to make sure it's level every time you change

months.
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